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  GTGTATTATCCGAACCCGTGCAGCCCGTATCCGTGCCGCAACGGGTGGCACCTGCAAAAAACGCGGCCTG
TATAGCTATAAATGCTATTGCCGCAAAGGCTATACCGGCAAAAACTGCCAGTATAACGCGTGCTTTCCGAACCCGTG
CCTGAACGGCGGCGGTACCTGCGGCTATGTGTATGGCTATCCGTATTATAAATGCAGCTGCCCGTATGGCTATTATGG
CACCAAATGCGAATTTAAACGCCATTATTATGATCGCTGCGGCGGCTGCCTGAACGGTGGCCTGTGCATTAGCGATA
GCTATGGCAAATATGTGTGCCGCTGCAAACCGGGCTATTATGGCAAACGCTGCATTGATCCGTATTATTAA
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GROMACS Tutorial

As a result of using an updated PVFP-5 sequence this year (UniProt: U5Y3S6), we had to
generate a new structural model. We initially started using the same structural modelling
method we designed last year - a full sequence homology modelling approach combined
with an energy minimisation simulation using GROMACS and YASARA to resolve our
missing disulphide bonds. However, this year as we required a total of 9 disulphide bonds
in our structure, our approach from Phase I was not successful. We learnt from this and
built a new structural modelling method that will be described below.

As our protein structure is composed of 3 EGF-like domains - each containing 3
disulphide bonds, we homology modelled each domain individually which successfully
formed our required bonds. However, this resulted in our protein structure having steric
clash and a non-native fold. To solve this a full molecular dynamics simulation using an
explicit solvent was run for 1-ns at 300K, using GROMACS.

We solved this issue by simulating the protein’s full structure in an explicit solvent,
which re-positioned the residues according to their physicochemical properties. This
provided accurate positioning data for us to use in our binding model of PVFP-5 to our
polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffold.

We give special thanks to Doctor Justin A. Lemkul from the Virginia Tech Department
of Biochemistry for creating the tutorial upon which this one is based (Lemkul, Justin A.,
2018). Also our thanks to the team that maintains GROMACS and its documentation
(Abraham et al., 2015).
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1. Installing GROMACS
a. For Linux or Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL)

GROMACS is a command-line tool for molecular dynamics simulations. For this
particular tutorial we will be using the command-line from either a native Linux installation
or that of a WSL installation for Windows 10

The first steps include preparing the environment for the installation. GROMACS
requires a C++ compiler in order to work, so we will be installing that first. This is done via
the command:

$ sudo apt update

$ sudo apt install build-essential

This will install the latest version of gcc on your machine. To verify the installation
you can use:

$ gcc --version

This should return a line of text stating the current version of gcc.
The next step is to download the files for the current version of GROMACS.

They can be accessed  as a compressed tar archive from:

https://manual.gromacs.org/documentation/current/download.html

Put the downloaded archive into a separate folder, navigate to that folder in the
terminal and then run:

$ tar xfz gromacs-2021.2.tar.gz

$ cd gromacs-2021.2

This will open the archive and put you in the directory with the decompressed files.
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The next steps involve building the GROMACS software itself. The process is
simple and involves running the following list of commands one after the other:

1) $ mkdir build
2) $ cd build
3) $ cmake .. -DGMX_BUILD_OWN_FFTW=ON -DREGRESSIONTEST_DOWNLOAD=ON
4) $ make
5) $ make check
6) $ sudo make install
7) $ source /usr/local/gromacs/bin/GMXRC

Once again, if you would like to check whether you have access to GROMACS
at any given time you can run:

$ gmx -version

b. For MacOS using Homebrew package manager

Installation of GROMACS on MacOS using the Homebrew package manager is
straightforward.

Homebrew can be installed by running the following command in your terminal.

$/bin/bash -c "$(curl -fsSL
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/HEAD/install
.sh)"

To install GROMACS through Homebrew, the following command must be executed.

$brew install gromacs

Run the following command to determine if GROMACS has successfully been installed.

$gmx -version
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2. Preparing files before running the simulation

It is advisable that you run each GROMACS simulation in a separate folder, so
that there are no accidental crossovers during the run and all created files are easy to find
afterwards. To do this, from the home directory you can run, to make a new directory or
folder named “GROMACS_tutorial”.:

$ mkdir GROMACS_tutorial

To enter this new folder you have just created:

$ cd GROMACS_tutorial

Ensure the PDB file of the protein you would like to run simulations on is present in
this folder. For the purposes of the tutorial we will be using an imaginary file called
XXXX.pdb. If you are working with a sequence and would like to make a homology model to
run the simulation on, you can check out our modelling page for a brief overview of how we
created our model.

Other than the PDB structure file, you are going to need the files from here:
These files contain important information of various parameters to assemble the

explicit solvent we will be using, and to also prepare our ‘system’ for molecular dynamics
simulations. for

If the files are not available from the provided link, you can use the touch

command on Linux and copy the text provided in Appendix 1-5, with each file named after
the title of the appendix entry.

Place these files into your working directory. The following files should appear if you
run $ ls GROMACS_tutorial in your terminal or command line.

XXXX.pdb
ions.mdp
md.mdp
minim.mdp
npt.mdp
nvt.mdp

With those six files ready you should be able to move on to the next steps of
running the simulation.
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3. Generating the topology

This step is necessary in order to create a GROMACS accessible structure file.
First we need to make sure that the PDB contains only the protein chains, without any
surrounding waters. If there are any, this command can remove them:

$ grep -v HOH XXXX.pdb > XXXX_clean.pdb

To generate the topology you use the pdb2gmx command utility. The
command that needs to be run for that is:

$ gmx pdb2gmx -f XXXX_clean.pdb -o XXXX_processed.gro -water
spce

A menu should appear asking to choose a forcefield. The one we used is number 15
- OPLS-AA/L all-atom force field (2001 aminoacid dihedrals).

We have now processed our PDB file into a filetype recognised by GROMACS (.gro).
We have also opted to select the SPC/E water model for our simulations. To select from
other water models, only input the following command

$ gmx pdb2gmx -f XXXX_clean.pdb -o XXXX_processed.gro
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4. Generating explicit solvent and environment

Now we need to create and define the environment in which the protein will be
simulated. We will be using an aqueous system in this tutorial. We can generate our ‘box’,
or environment using the following commands.

$ gmx editconf -f XXXX_processed.gro -o XXXX_newbox.gro -c -d
1.0 -bt cubic

We have generated a cubic box using the -bt cubic command, and have ensured our
protein is centered - being placed at least 1.0nm away from the box edge - using the -c and
-d 1.0 commands respectively.

The following commands will solvate our newly defined box using spc216, a generic
3-point solvent configuration. This is compatible with the SPC, SPC/E and TIP3 water models
as these are all 3-point water models.

$ gmx solvate -cp XXXX_newbox.gro -cs spc216.gro -o
XXXX_solv.gro -p topol.top

We have created a box around the protein and filled it with water molecules. Next
we add ions, which will balance any charge the protein may carry.

$ gmx grompp -f ions.mdp -c XXXX_solv.gro -p topol.top -o
ions.tpr

$ gmx genion -s ions.tpr -o XXXX_solv_ions.gro -p topol.top
-pname NA -nname CL -neutral

The -neutral command will add NA or CL atoms accordingly, depending on the net-charge
of the total system to bring it to neutrality. You can check the net-charge of your system
before this step by opening “topol.top” and reading the last line of the [atoms] section. Net
charge should be displayed as “qtot X”.

The last command will also make a menu appear. For that one we want to choose
option 13: SOL, which makes sure that the ions only appear in the solvent.

Now we have the protein in an explicit environment of water and ions. We
can see how everything is positioned by using a chemistry visualization software, such as
PyMOL or YASARA to open the XXXX_solv_ions.gro file.
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5. Energy minimisation (EM)

This step is essential to making a protein model that has a high quality. By running
the EM we can resolve any steric clashes or inappropriate geometry in our protein model.
Execute the following commands to initiate the energy minimisation.

$ gmx grompp -f minim.mdp -c XXXX_solv_ions.gro -p topol.top -o
em.tpr

$ gmx mdrun -v -deffnm em

One of the files that we get from running this command is em.gro, which contains
the structural information of the energy minimized structure.

We also generate an em.edr file - a binary energy file which can be used to create a
plot of the energy changes over the course of the energy minimisation simulation.
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6. Equilibration

We must now equilibrate the system to allow it to reach our desired temperature of
300K, as well as equilibrate our solvent and ion molecules with the protein itself. The
energy minimisation optimised our protein structure, but fails to optimise the protein
relative to its (solvated) environment. After reaching our desired temperature, we will place
pressure on the system so it can reach our required density.

Execute the following commands to initiate the first phase of equilibration, which
involves scaling up the temperature.

$ gmx grompp -f nvt.mdp -c em.gro -r em.gro -p topol.top -o
nvt.tpr

$ gmx mdrun -v -deffnm nvt

This should take some time. After it's finished, we run the following commands to introduce
pressure to our system.

$ gmx grompp -f npt.mdp -c nvt.gro -r nvt.gro -t nvt.cpt -p
topol.top -o npt.tpr

$ gmx mdrun -v -deffnm npt

Now we should have the npt.gro structure file and can move on to the production
step of the simulation.
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7. Production MD

Now that the system has been equilibrated to our desired temperature and
pressure, we can initiate the production MD to start collection of data.
The final step uses the mdrun utility, which is the main computational suite that comes
with GROMACS. To run production MD, execute the following commands.

$ gmx grompp -f md.mdp -c npt.gro -t npt.cpt -p topol.top -o
md_0_1.tpr

$ gmx mdrun -v -deffnm RESULT

It must be noted that this step does take quite a bit of time to complete. Once it is
complete we should have a.gro file that contains the final structure of the protein in the
solvent.

8. Further work

Now that the final structure has been created, there are a few things you can
do. We converted the.gro file back into PDB and removed the atoms from the explicit
solvent. This allowed us to get a structure in a standard format that we can further analyse.

9. Conclusion

The purpose of this tutorial is to help future iGEM teams improve the protein
models they create. Homology modelling, while good for building initial structures, often
introduces clashes and non-native interactions. By performing a molecular dynamics
simulation with an explicit environment, those clashes can be fixed. GROMACS is a versatile
tool that can be used to improve most models. It can calculate the likely native structure
and provide accurate data about atom positioning within the protein. This kind of
information can serve as a reliable basis for any further computational investigations that a
team might carry out.
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Appendix 1 - ions.mdp

; ions.mdp - used as input into grompp to generate ions.tpr
; Parameters describing what to do, when to stop and what to

save
integrator = steep ; Algorithm (steep = steepest

descent minimization)
emtol = 1000.0 ; Stop minimization when the

maximum force < 1000.0 kJ/mol/nm
emstep      = 0.01          ; Minimization step size
nsteps = 50000 ; Maximum number of (minimization)

steps to perform

; Parameters describing how to find the neighbors of each atom
and how to calculate the interactions

nstlist = 1 ; Frequency to update the neighbor
list and long range forces

cutoff-scheme = Verlet    ; Buffered neighbor searching
ns_type = grid ; Method to determine neighbor list

(simple, grid)
coulombtype = cutoff ; Treatment of long range

electrostatic interactions
rcoulomb        = 1.0       ; Short-range electrostatic cut-off
rvdw            = 1.0       ; Short-range Van der Waals cut-off
pbc = xyz ; Periodic Boundary Conditions in

all 3 dimensions
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Appendix 2 - md.mdp

title                   = OPLS Lysozyme NPT equilibration
; Run parameters
integrator              = md        ; leap-frog integrator
nsteps = 500000 ; 2 * 500000 = 1000 ps (1

ns)
dt                      = 0.002     ; 2 fs
; Output control
nstxout = 0 ; suppress bulky .trr file

by specifying
nstvout = 0 ; 0 for output frequency of

nstxout,
nstfout                 = 0         ; nstvout, and nstfout
nstenergy = 5000 ; save energies every 10.0

ps
nstlog = 5000 ; update log file every

10.0 ps
nstxout-compressed = 5000 ; save compressed

coordinates every 10.0 ps
compressed-x-grps       = System    ; save the whole system
; Bond parameters
continuation            = yes       ; Restarting after NPT
constraint_algorithm    = lincs     ; holonomic constraints
constraints = h-bonds ; bonds involving H are

constrained
lincs_iter              = 1         ; accuracy of LINCS
lincs_order             = 4         ; also related to accuracy
; Neighborsearching
cutoff-scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor

searching
ns_type = grid ; search neighboring grid

cells
nstlist = 10 ; 20 fs, largely irrelevant

with Verlet scheme
rcoulomb = 1.0 ; short-range electrostatic

cutoff (in nm)
rvdw = 1.0 ; short-range van der Waals

cutoff (in nm)
; Electrostatics
coulombtype = PME ; Particle Mesh Ewald for

long-range electrostatics
pme_order               = 4         ; cubic interpolation
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fourierspacing          = 0.16      ; grid spacing for FFT
; Temperature coupling is on
tcoupl = V-rescale ; modified

Berendsen thermostat
tc-grps = Protein Non-Protein ; two coupling

groups - more accurate
tau_t = 0.1 0.1 ; time

constant, in ps
ref_t = 300 300 ; reference

temperature, one for each group, in K
; Pressure coupling is on
pcoupl = Parrinello-Rahman ; Pressure

coupling on in NPT
pcoupltype = isotropic ; uniform

scaling of box vectors
tau_p = 2.0 ; time

constant, in ps
ref_p = 1.0 ; reference

pressure, in bar
compressibility = 4.5e-5 ; isothermal

compressibility of water, bar^-1
; Periodic boundary conditions
pbc                     = xyz       ; 3-D PBC
; Dispersion correction
DispCorr = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW

scheme
; Velocity generation
gen_vel = no ; Velocity generation is

off
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Appendix 3 - minim.mdp

; minim.mdp - used as input into grompp to generate em.tpr
; Parameters describing what to do, when to stop and what to

save
integrator = steep ; Algorithm (steep = steepest

descent minimization)
emtol = 1000.0 ; Stop minimization when the

maximum force < 1000.0 kJ/mol/nm
emstep      = 0.01          ; Minimization step size
nsteps = 50000 ; Maximum number of (minimization)

steps to perform

; Parameters describing how to find the neighbors of each atom
and how to calculate the interactions

nstlist = 1 ; Frequency to update the neighbor
list and long range forces

cutoff-scheme   = Verlet    ; Buffered neighbor searching
ns_type = grid ; Method to determine neighbor list

(simple, grid)
coulombtype = PME ; Treatment of long range

electrostatic interactions
rcoulomb        = 1.0       ; Short-range electrostatic cut-off
rvdw            = 1.0       ; Short-range Van der Waals cut-off
pbc = xyz ; Periodic Boundary Conditions in

all 3 dimensions
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Appendix 4 - npt.md

title                   = OPLS Lysozyme NPT equilibration
define = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the

protein
; Run parameters
integrator              = md        ; leap-frog integrator
nsteps                  = 50000     ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps
dt                      = 0.002     ; 2 fs
; Output control
nstxout = 500 ; save coordinates every

1.0 ps
nstvout = 500 ; save velocities every 1.0

ps
nstenergy = 500 ; save energies every 1.0

ps
nstlog = 500 ; update log file every 1.0

ps
; Bond parameters
continuation            = yes       ; Restarting after NVT
constraint_algorithm    = lincs     ; holonomic constraints
constraints = h-bonds ; bonds involving H are

constrained
lincs_iter              = 1         ; accuracy of LINCS
lincs_order             = 4         ; also related to accuracy
; Nonbonded settings
cutoff-scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor

searching
ns_type = grid ; search neighboring grid

cells
nstlist = 10 ; 20 fs, largely irrelevant

with Verlet scheme
rcoulomb = 1.0 ; short-range electrostatic

cutoff (in nm)
rvdw = 1.0 ; short-range van der Waals

cutoff (in nm)
DispCorr = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW

scheme
; Electrostatics
coulombtype = PME ; Particle Mesh Ewald for

long-range electrostatics
pme_order               = 4         ; cubic interpolation
fourierspacing          = 0.16      ; grid spacing for FFT
; Temperature coupling is on
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tcoupl = V-rescale ; modified
Berendsen thermostat

tc-grps = Protein Non-Protein ; two coupling
groups - more accurate

tau_t = 0.1 0.1 ; time
constant, in ps

ref_t = 300 300 ; reference
temperature, one for each group, in K

; Pressure coupling is on
pcoupl = Parrinello-Rahman ; Pressure

coupling on in NPT
pcoupltype = isotropic ; uniform

scaling of box vectors
tau_p = 2.0 ; time

constant, in ps
ref_p = 1.0 ; reference

pressure, in bar
compressibility = 4.5e-5 ; isothermal

compressibility of water, bar^-1
refcoord_scaling        = com
; Periodic boundary conditions
pbc                     = xyz       ; 3-D PBC
; Velocity generation
gen_vel = no ; Velocity generation is

off
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Appendix 5 - nvt.mdp

title                   = OPLS Lysozyme NVT equilibration
define = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the

protein
; Run parameters
integrator              = md        ; leap-frog integrator
nsteps                  = 50000     ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps
dt                      = 0.002     ; 2 fs
; Output control
nstxout = 500 ; save coordinates every

1.0 ps
nstvout = 500 ; save velocities every 1.0

ps
nstenergy = 500 ; save energies every 1.0

ps
nstlog = 500 ; update log file every 1.0

ps
; Bond parameters
continuation            = no        ; first dynamics run
constraint_algorithm    = lincs     ; holonomic constraints
constraints = h-bonds ; bonds involving H are

constrained
lincs_iter              = 1         ; accuracy of LINCS
lincs_order             = 4         ; also related to accuracy
; Nonbonded settings
cutoff-scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor

searching
ns_type = grid ; search neighboring grid

cells
nstlist = 10 ; 20 fs, largely irrelevant

with Verlet
rcoulomb = 1.0 ; short-range electrostatic

cutoff (in nm)
rvdw = 1.0 ; short-range van der Waals

cutoff (in nm)
DispCorr = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW

scheme
; Electrostatics
coulombtype = PME ; Particle Mesh Ewald for

long-range electrostatics
pme_order               = 4         ; cubic interpolation
fourierspacing          = 0.16      ; grid spacing for FFT
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; Temperature coupling is on
tcoupl = V-rescale ; modified

Berendsen thermostat
tc-grps = Protein Non-Protein ; two coupling

groups - more accurate
tau_t = 0.1 0.1 ; time

constant, in ps
ref_t = 300 300 ; reference

temperature, one for each group, in K
; Pressure coupling is off
pcoupl = no ; no pressure coupling in

NVT
; Periodic boundary conditions
pbc                     = xyz       ; 3-D PBC
; Velocity generation
gen_vel = yes ; assign velocities from

Maxwell distribution
gen_temp = 300 ; temperature for Maxwell

distribution
gen_seed                = -1        ; generate a random seed
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